How about experiencing Japanese traditional culture wearing Kimono?
No need to prepare anything for Kimono dressing, all items are included. (10:00 - 16:00)
We, Kyogokoro, are within walking distance of Nijo Castle (Nijo-jo shop)
or within walking distance of Heian Shrine (Handicraft Center shop).
Please choose the shop, Kyogokoro Handicraft Center shop or Kyogokoro Nijo-jo shop.
Reservations in advance are needed for all courses.
Please note that all the indicated prices are not including tax.
Special offers for the groups (more than 20 people in Kyoto and 30 people in areas other than Kyoto),
we can dress you in Kimonos at any city in Japan.
Reservations for groups are available at any time even out of business hours.
Please refer to the Group Arrangement section on the following pages.

Y-1 (遊 Yu-plan, In shop Rental Course)
Dress and undress at Kyogokoro (Handcraft Center shop) (minimum: 2 people)
¥1,500 + tax
Dress in Kimono (Yukata) at Kyogokoro Handicraft Center shop

Take photographs by yourself in the shop

Undress
Y-2 (遊 Yu-plan, Basic Rental Course)
Dress and undress at Kyogokoro (until 16:30) (minimum: 2 people)
¥3,000 + tax
Group discount (more than 20 people) ¥2,800 + tax
Dress in Kimono (Yukata) at Kyogokoro

Go out in Kimono (Yukata)

Come back to Kyogokoro by 16:30 to undress

Y-3 (遊 Yu-plan, Undress at Your Hotel Rental Course)
Dress at Kyogokoro and undress at your hotel (without baggage delivery) (minimum: 2 people)
¥3,500 + tax
Group discount (more than 20 people) ¥3,200 + tax
Dress in Kimono (Yukata) at Kyogokoro

Go out in Kimono (Yukata) carrying your baggage

Go back to your hotel
Please return the Kimono to the reception desk at your hotel by the next morning.
Since you don’t need to come back to Kyogokoro to undress, you can enjoy wearing a Kimono all day long.
Please let us know the name of your hotel upon reservation. At some hotels, this course is not available.

Y-4 (遊 Yu-plan, Undress at Your Hotel & Baggage Delivery Rental Course)
Dress at Kyogokoro and undress at your hotel (with baggage delivery) (minimum: 2 people)
¥4,000 + tax
Dress in Kimono at Kyogokoro

Go out in a Kimono (Yukata) without your baggage

Go back to your hotel
Your baggage will be delivered to your hotel by evening.
Please return the Kimono to the reception desk at your hotel by the next morning.
Since you don’t need to come back to Kyogokoro to undress, you can enjoy wearing a Kimono all day long.
Please let us know the name of your hotel upon reservation. At some hotels, this course is not available.

Special Kimonos (Yukatas) are available with additional fee.
貴 Ki-plan

Semi-formal Kimono

¥6,500 + tax

凛 Rin-plan

Formal Kimono

¥15,000 + tax ~

華 Hana-plan

Fomal Kimono (for unmarried female)

¥25,000 + tax ~

Hakama (for male & female)

¥7,000 + tax ~

Formal Kimono for children

¥10,000 + tax

愛 Ai-plan

P (Yukata Purchase Plan)
Dress in Yukata at Kyogokoro and take it home (only in summer) (minimum: 2 people)
Female: ¥5,800 + tax
Male: ¥7,800 + tax
Purchase a Yukata set at Kyogokoro

Dress in Yukata at kyogokoro

Go out in a Yukata
This plan includes a Yukata set (Yukata, obi, geta, himo) for you to take home.
Additional fee is needed depending on the size.

Optional extra
・Hairstyling ¥1,500 + tax

Special Arrangements for the Group
As a special offer for groups, we can dress you in a Kimono (Yukata) at a city in Japan as you like.
We offer Kimono (Yukata) dressing for reception parties, banquets, accompanying persons’ programs for international
conferences, or cultural experience programs for school trips.
You return the Kimono at your hotel on the next day so that you can enjoy the Kimono all day long and attend a party
or have dinner wearing it.
No need to prepare anything for Kimono dressing. All items are prepared.
We accept your reservation at any time on any day, from 20 people in Kyoto and from 30 people in other areas.
Please feel free to contact us for more information

GY-K (Group 遊 Yu-plan in Kyoto)
Dress and undress Kimono at your place in Kyoto
¥4,000 + tax (minimum: 20 people)
GY-T (Group 遊 Yu-plan in Tokyo)
Dress and undress Kimono at your place in Tokyo
¥6,000 + tax (minimum: 30 people)
GY-O (Group 遊 Yu-plan in Osaka)
Dress and undress Kimono at your place in Osaka
¥5,000 + tax (minimum: 30 people)
*Please contact us for other cities (minimum: 30 persons)

We offer a Yukata purchase course (same price for both males and females)
GP-K (Group Yukata Purchase Plan in Kyoto)
Dress in Yukata at your place in Kyoto and take the Yukata set (Yukata, obi, himo) home
¥7,500 + tax (minimum: 20 people)
GP-T (Group Yukata Purchase Plan in Tokyo)
Dress in Yukata at your place in Tokyo and take the Yukata set (Yukata, obi, himo) home
¥10,500 + tax (minimum: 30 people)
*You can take home geta with an additional fee.
Female: ¥1,000 (excluding tax) per person
Male:

¥1,500 (excluding tax) per person

Reservation and procedure for group arrangements
Make a reservation by email or fax
↓
Send a name list in advance
Name, gender, height, and shoe size are needed
↓
Reserve a location for dressing
↓
On the day, our staff will bring everything needed for dressing to the dressing room
↓
Choose your favorite Kimono (Yukata) and Obi
↓
Our staff will dress you in a Kimono (Yukata)
Approx. 10 min per person
For a group, approx. 1 hour for 200 people
↓
Go out and enjoy sightseeing, party, dinner, banquet, etc. in the Kimono
↓
Undress and return Kimono (Yukata)
Those who chose courses P or GP can take their Yukata and Obi home

Booking (Reservation) for all courses
Reservations for all courses are needed in advance.
We will reply to you by Email after confirmation of availability.
Please set your mailbox to accept our Email.
Please resend your Email to us if you do not receive our contact within 5 days because there may be a possibility of a
system error.

Required item
Name
Plan, Course
Shop □Handicraft Center shop

□Nijo-jo shop

Date and Time
Number and Gender of participants (height for children)
Hotel (other than Courses Y-1 or Y-2)
Email
Mobile phone
Business hours: 10:00 – 17:00
No scheduled holidays
Please Email us for questions or reservations: info@kyo-gokoro.com
Arrangement for Kimono dressing on Sunday with reservation is possible.

*We also offer other Japanese cultural experience programs, including Tea Ceremony, Calligraphy, Flower
Arrangement, Making Oko (Incense), Making an Oko Bag (Japanese potpourri or sachet), and Crafting Hair
Accessories, etc.
Please refer to more information at the HP below.
http://kyoto-experience-kyogokoro.jimdo.com/

Acces

Kyogokoro Handicraft Center Shop
Launch Google Maps

Kyogokoro Nijo-jo Shop
Launch Google Maps

Kyoto Handicraft Center west 3F
17 Shougoin Entomi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606-8323
Tel: 075-585-5671 Fax: 075-585-5672

471-2 Miyaki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, 604-8275
Tel: 075-211-8003 Fax: 075-211-8004

2 min walk from Kumanojinja-mae (city bus stop)

3 min walk from Horikawa-Oike (city bus stop)

10 min walk from Jingu-Marutamachi station (Keihan Line) Exit 4

4 min walk from Nijojo-mae subway station (Tozai Line) Exit 2

15 min walk from Higashiyama subw
ay station (Tozai Line) Exit 2

OINAINA KYOTO
Tel: 075-255-168

8 min walk from Karasuma-Oike subway station (Karasuma Line) Exit 4-2

info@kyo-gokoro.com

Business hours: 10:00 - 17:00
No scheduled holidays

